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• Since 2020: 
• PhD on the rights of children and young people in Belgian appellate asylum

procedures
• Multidisciplinary approach: intersection of law, anthropology and childhood

studies through the lens of children’s rights

A few words about me



Aim of this presentation

• Cross-cutting contemporary challenges
• Through a lens of children’s human rights

• Dilemmas of agency and vulnerability

Childhood; 
being

‘a child’

Migration; 
being

‘a migrant’



Overview

• 3 cross-cutting challenges:

1. Definition – who do we talk about when we 
discuss children and young people on the move?

2. Children’s rights – how can we understand the 
human rights of children on the move?

3. Images of childhood – how do we reconcile
children’s agency and vulnerability?

•Q&A



Who do we talk about when we discuss children 
and young people on the move?

Challenge 1 – Definition



Challenge 1 – Definition 

0 – 18



Challenge 1 – Definition 

Age

Gender

Ethnicity Ability

In and out 
of families

Limited 
power and 
resources

. . . 



Challenge 1 – Definition 

Forced
migration

Armed
conflict



Challenge 1 – Definition 

Forced
migration

Armed
conflict

Family 
reunification

Human 
trafficking

Fear of 
persecution

SOGI

FGM Child 
marriage

Climate
change

Voluntary
migration

Return after
migration

Children left
behind



Challenge 1 – Children on the move 

• Population 0 – 18
• Reasons for movement
• Crossing an international border vs internal

displacement
• ‘Global South’ 
• Children moving alone vs children moving with

families
• Childhood = more than migratory experience

alone



• Children on the move are not a homogeneous
group
• Recognising internal diversity > rights-based

understanding of childhood in migration
• Be attentive to where differentiation is needed in 

research, policy and practice
• Agency vs vulnerability: some aspects

experienced as relatively unproblematic, others as 
traumatic and stressful, others as empowering

Challenge 1 – Conclusion



How can we understand the human rights of 
children and young people on the move?

Challenge 2 – Children’s rights



Short poll



Challenge 2 – Children’s rights

• Children’s rights = human rights of children and 
young people 0 – 18 

> including children on the move

• Interactions with children and young people
• Legal dimension

• Laws, instruments, legal frameworks…
• Social/relational dimension

• Attitudes, beliefs, images, convictions…



Challenge 2 – Children’s rights

• Legal dimension: 
• UN Convention on the Rights of the Child

• All children without discrimination, inc. children on the move
• Focus on child’s best interests (Art. 3 CRC) and the right to be

heard (Art. 12 CRC)
• Lots of other relevant provisions!

• Privacy, family unitiy, identity, education, protection for 
children outside family environment, …

• Specific provision on refugee & asylum-seeking children (Art. 
22 CRC)

• Protection, provision, participation
• Vulnerability vs agency

• Legal obligation of States to implement rights



Challenge 2 – Children’s rights

• Social / relational dimension
• Not codified, less visible
• Attitudes, beliefs, convictions about children on the 

move
• Images of childhood in migration
• Vulnerability (protection) vs agency (participation)

• Make this hidden part visible through critical
(self-)reflection



Challenge 2 – Children’s rights
Legal dimension

Laws Policies
Instruments Texts

Values Attitudes

Norms Beliefs

Images

Social / relational dimension



Challenge 2 – Conclusion

• Legal and social/relational dimension are 
interrelated
• Legal: States to create a safe and enabling

environment for children on the move
• Social: understand what lies below the surface to

improve children’s interpersonal experiences



How can we reconcile children’s agency and 
vulnerability?

Challenge 3 – Images of children on the move 



Short poll



Challenge 3 –
Images

• Gliding scale between
agency and vulnerability
• Reflecting on 

• Assumptions underlying
laws, policies and 
personal preferences
• How both parts of the 

iceberg play out in our
personal, legal and 
professional 
environment



Challenge 3 – Images

• Bias for protectionist approach
• Children on the move = vulnerable and in need of 

protection

• Children as developing human beings
• Body, mind, emotions
• Capacity for self-protection and autonomy
• Dependent on others to realise their rights

• Specific situation of children on the move
• Traumatic experiences, stress
• Aggrevation of pre-existing vulnerabilities



Challenge 3 – Images

• Recognise agency of children on the move
• Making choices of their own
• Capable of acting responsibly
• Proud of their own story
• Have something to say in matters affecting them



Challenge 3 – Conclusion

• Agency and vulnerability occur simultaneously
• In varying degrees
• Throughout the lifecourse
• Inherent in the human condition

• “Recognising their agency does not make 
children on the move less vulnerable, it just
makes them more human.” (Chase et al., 2020)



Conclusion

• Challenge 1 – Definition
• Children on the move = heterogeneous group
• Different categories and qualities of childhood may require different 

approaches (agency – vulnerability)

• Challenge 2 – Children’s rights
• Legal and relational dimension of rights is inextricably related
• Keep both dimensions in mind to address human rights challenges in 

children’s lives (agency – vulnerability) 

• Challenge 3 – Childhood images
• Simultaneous manifestation of agency and vulnerability in children’s lives



• Interactions between judges
and minors
• Ethnographic research at 

asylum court, qualitative
interviews with judges and 
children who have experienced
(part of) an asylum appeal at 
the CALL

How do I apply this in my own research?



• Challenge 1 – Definition
• Include accompanied children as a priority for research on child-friendly

justice in the asylum courtroom

• Challenge 2 – Children’s rights
• Defining children’s rights ‘from below’, based on a combination of legal

(procedural) and relational (interactions) perspectives

• Challenge 3 – Images of childhood
• Highlighting simultaneous occurence of agency and vulnerability inside the 

asylum courtroom

How do I apply this in my own research?
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Further reading

https://brill.com/view/journals/chil/28/1/article-p36_36.xml
https://books.google.be/books?hl=nl&lr=&id=K9AoDwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR11&ots=CAS07p7gIv&sig=xfg3-8ZhZ80PrmfS5S_MhH4wGgE&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-44610-3_1


Questions and discussion

Images: © Council of Europe – Guidelines on child friendly justice, 2010 (slides 1, 26 and 28) and Shutterstock (other slides)
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